Aligning the CMS silicon tracker is an unprecedented challenge due to the more than 15 000 modules that it is composed of. Besides high precision mounting, survey measurements and the laser alignment system, track based alignment is needed to reach the envisaged precision. The first successful full scale alignment study on simulated data uses a fast global minimisation procedure implemented in the Millepede II program. Tracks from cosmic ray muons and the inclusion of prior knowledge are key ingredients. Experience beyond simulation studies is gained analysing real data from cosmic ray muons.
Introduction
The CMS Tracker [1] comprises both a silicon pixel and a silicon strip detector within a diameter larger than 2 m and a length larger than 5 m, as shown in Fig. 1 and summarised in [2] . The Pixel Tracker is built from 1440 pixel modules with a pixel size of 100 µm (150 µm) in rφ (z)-direction. It consists of a barrel (BPIX) and a forward (FPIX) part. A single hit resolution of up to 9 µm (20 µm) is achieved. The Strip Tracker is subdivided in mechanically separate parts: Inner Barrel (TIB), Outer Barrel (TOB), Inner Disk (TID) and Endcap (TEC). All parts together comprise 15 148 single-sided silicon strip modules with strip pitches ranging from 80 µm to 205 µm. The single-strip resolution varies from 23 µm to 60 µm in the sensitive coordinate. For each possible track trajectory, at least four measurements are obtained in the strip tracker by a pair of modules assembled back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad, leading to a stereo resolution of 230 µm to 530 µm.
In order not to deteriorate the track parameter resolutions significantly, the positions of the modules have to be known to a precision below 10 µm for their sensitive coordinates. Depending on the module size, this corresponds to an angular precision of 100 µrad. This is beyond the mounting accuracy achieved. To reach the desired precision, a dedicated alignment strategy has been employed to determine the position and orientation of all the 16 588 silicon modules. This strategy includes precise assembly, survey measurements (Sec. 2), the laser alignment system (LAS, Sec. 3) and track based alignment (Sec. 4). Figure 2 shows how this is estimated to improve the physics performance with increasing available data sets and experience. First real data experience is currently gained with analysing cosmic ray data (Sec. 5).
Precision Assembly and Survey
During construction and assembly of the CMS Tracker, a vast number of measurements have been performed, e.g. by coordinate measurement machines or photogrammetry, to verify the de-
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Tracker Alignment Strategy in CMS Gero Flucke Figure 2 : Estimated improvement of the performance of the track measurements using refined alignment constants expected after accumulating data from an integrated luminosity of 10 (green), 100 (blue) and 1000 pb −1 (yellow) compared to ideal alignment precision (red): Transverse momentum (p t ) resolution for single muons with p t = 100 GeV/c as a function of the pseudorapidity (left) and reconstructed mass peak for Z 0 → µ + µ − decays (right). 
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The Laser Alignment System
The Laser Alignment System (LAS) [1] uses infrared laser beams with a wavelength λ = 1075 nm to monitor the positions of selected tracker modules. In an eightfold φ -symmetry, there are laser beam lines through the nine disks of each TEC at two different radii and beam lines connecting the TECs with the TIB and TOB only. The beam positions are directly detected on silicon sensors
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Tracker Alignment Strategy in CMS Gero Flucke also used for track reconstruction, though they are specially treated to allow transmission of the laser light. Figure 1 shows which modules are connected by the different laser beam lines. The goal of the system is to generate alignment information on a continuous basis, providing geometry reconstruction of the tracker substructures at the level of 100 µm, which is mandatory for High Level Trigger (HLT) of CMS. In addition, possible tracker structure movements can be monitored at the level of 10µm, providing additional input for the track based alignment.
During integration of the TEC at z > 0, deviations of disk positions and orientations from nominal values have been determined from survey with photogrammetry, the LAS, and tracks from cosmic muons. Figure 3 shows the results from the three complementary methods. The global degrees of freedom (absolute position and orientation, torsion and shear around the symmetry axis) have been fixed to be zero. The deviations from ideal geometry are of the order of O(100 µm) and O(100 µrad), respectively, and agree well with each other, setting an upper value on the precision of each method.
Track Based Alignment
The final tool to achieve the desired alignment precision is track based alignment. The common principle is the minimisation of an objective function 1 built up from the normalised unbiased track hit residuals. CMS has employed or interfaced three different algorithms:
HIP The Hits and Impact Point algorithm [3] minimises the sum of the residuals of each aligned object, independently from the others. Since the track fit predicting the track impact point is biased by misalignment, this is repeated iteratively until convergence is assumed.
Kalman This algorithm is an extension of the Kalman filter used in track fitting by including alignment parameters. These are updated after each processed track. The computational complexity is reduced by restricting the update to detectors that are close in the sense of a certain metrics [4] .
Millepede II is an upgraded version of the Millepede program [5] . The basic principle is the minimisation of the linearised objective function, simultaneously taking into account track and alignment parameters. Being interested only in the n alignment parameters, the problem is reduced to the solution of a matrix equation of size n without information loss. Millepede II [6] offers fast methods to solve this equation for up to n = 100 000, sparse matrix storage, hit outlier rejection and downweighting, constraints to fix e.g. the global degrees of freedom, the inclusion of e.g. survey measurements, and assignment of a priori uncertainties to parameters.
Since embedded in the CMS Alignment Framework, these algorithms can switch to align single modules or larger objects, following the mechanical structures. Thus they are all easily adjustable to available statistics. A major challenge for track based alignment are the so called weak modes, i.e. deformations of the geometry that have no (or weak) influence on the value of the objective function, but may bias the measurements. They are intrinsic to the problem and independent of the algorithm, but they depend on the data sample used. For example, the weak modes illustrated in Fig. 4 are suppressed by using cosmic tracks that connect opposite detector parts. CMS foresees to utilise the following data sets:
Muons from Z 0 and W decays used as single tracks will be abundant at high luminosity and show only little multiple scattering.
Cosmic Ray Muons relate opposite detector parts and are thus essential to reduce weak modes.
Beam Halo Muons from beam induced background are more or less parallel to the beam and therefore compensate for the low cosmic ray statistics in the endcaps.
Mass Constrained Muon Pairs from
Minimum Bias Tracks with a minimum momentum are abundant already in the beginning.
Vertex Constrained Tracks , even from minimum bias, suppress e.g. the weak mode in Fig. 4d .
LAS provides straight track like measurements in the endcaps.
Full Tracker Alignment Study
A study on simulated data demonstrates that the Millepede II algorithm is able to align the full CMS tracker [7] . Starting with a pixel tracker pre-aligned to about 15 µm, it utilises single muon
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Tracker Alignment Strategy in CMS Gero Flucke tracks and mass/vertex constrained pairs of muon tracks from W ± and Z 0 decays, respectively, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of L = 0.5 fb −1 . As a very important dataset, high momentum cosmic muon tracks of a few weeks of dedicated data taking are used in addition. Studies show that it is possible to achieve about 10 Hz of cosmic ray tracks exceeding p = 5 GeV/c in the tracker volume. The alignment parameters taken into account for all modules are a shift along the precisely measured coordinate (close to parallel to the rφ -direction), a shift perpendicular to the sensor plane and a rotation around the sensor normal. In addition, the shift along the coarsely measured coordinate is aligned for the pixel modules and for the stereo modules in the strip detector. This amounts to about 45 000 free parameters. A hierarchical parameterisation and a priori knowledge are used to suppress weak mode deformations.
The achieved precision of the resulting module positions in the precisely measured coordinate is excellent, as can be seen in Fig. 5a -b. It reaches σ rφ = 10 µm in the barrel and even σ rφ = 1.2 µm in the pixel barrel that defines the coordinate system. Due to missing cosmic ray tracks in the endcaps (TID and TEC), their modules reach σ rφ = 23 µm. A systematic misplacement along the global vertical (y-) axis, ∆y ∝ r, is the main source of misalignment as shown in Fig. 5c and can be attributed to the fact that there are no horizontal cosmic muons to fix this weak mode.
Besides the achieved precision also the modest computing needs are remarkable; the solution of the final matrix equation took less than 2 hours on a 3 GHz 64 bit PC, requiring no more than about 2 GB of memory.
Pixel Monitoring
The pixel detector is not included in the LAS, but fast feedback about movements is important for the HLT. Therefore the pixel detector will have to be monitored with tracks. A feasibility study shows that minimum bias tracks from about one hour of data taking at nominal LHC luminosity are sufficient to notice and correct correlated misalignment in the pixel barrel. The six pixel half barrel structures, i.e. cylinders cut through their symmetry axes that coincide with the beam line, are shifted by up to 100 µm in the coordinates perpendicular to the beam axis and rotated by up to 60 mrad in all three angles. Figure 6 shows how the HIP algorithm converges within 50 iterations to a precision better than 10 µm for the shifts. The orientations are recovered to better than 100 µrad. Including a vertex constraint proved to be very useful.
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Tracker Alignment Strategy in CMS Gero Flucke Table 2 : Number of reconstructed tracks, their mean number of hits and the RMS of the hit residuals in the four layers of the MTCC tracker setup, before and after alignment.
Cosmic Ray Data
A custom-built substructure of the strip tracker, illustrated in Fig. 7 and representing about 1% of the tracker read out channels, has taken part in the CMS Magnet Test Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) during the summer 2006. Data has been taken with a magnetic field of up to B = 4 T. Though the largest data sample with 5962 events with hits in at least 3 different layers has been taken at B = 0 T. Track based alignment is exercised with the HIP algorithm on that sample [8] . Due to limited statistics, the algorithm aligned larger mechanical structures called rod (in TOB) and string (in TIB), containing 6 and 3 modules, respectively. First the TOB rods have been aligned, keeping the TIB strings as reference, and then vice versa. Large alignment corrections have been found and are verified by the huge increase of the number of reconstructed tracks and the decrease of the track-hit residuals, both shown in Tab. 2.
Currently more experience is gained analysing the data taken in the Tracker Integration Facility (TIF) until summer 2007 with a larger subset of the strip tracker in its final configuration and readout. Tracker commissioning and track reconstruction at the TIF are presented elsewhere in these proceedings [9, 10] .
Conclusion
The size of the CMS silicon tracker and the high position resolution of its 16 588 modules poses a great challenge for alignment. This is faced by an alignment strategy based on precise assembly, many survey measurements, the laser alignment system (LAS) and track based alignment algorithms.
A part of the LAS has been successfully operated during TEC integration and confirmed the high mounting precision. During LHC operation it will provide fast feedback about movements of the strip subdetectors TIB, TOB and TEC.
As a proof of concept, an alignment study on simulated data using the Millepede II algorithm shows that the precision envisaged for track based alignment can indeed be reached for the full tracker. Besides high p t muon tracks and mass and vertex constrained muon pairs from Z 0 decays, cosmic ray muons and the use of a priori knowledge are essential inputs to avoid weak modes that bias the measurements. Tracks from beam halo muons and measurements of the LAS are expected to improve the results in the endcaps.
It has also been shown that the position and orientation of the pixel barrel detector can be reasonably well monitored with minimum bias tracks.
While experience with real data is currently gained analysing cosmic muon tracks recorded in the Tracker Integration Facility, we are confident to provide alignment constants applicable for the first physics analyses, monitor their validity with time and increase their precision with time according to physics' needs.
